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COMPANY NAME

B FABRICATORS

WEB ADDRESS

www.bfabricator.com

HEAD OFFICE

BAREI[LY, UTTAR PRADESH

PROJECT LOCATIONS

ALL OVER UTTAR PRADESH,UTTRAKHAND

JOB OPENINGS:
SALES INTERNSHIP

BBA & MBA FINAL SEM PURSUINING

TECHNICAL INTERNSHIP

POLYTECH N rC (Fr NAL YEAR/PASS OUTS)

BRANCHES

EEIMEIESIBBA/MBA

SALARY/STTPEND

4000/-to 6000/- FIXED+ TA
(NO BONDS & SECURTW AMOUNTS)

EXPERIENCE LETTER

YES, IF WORKED MORE THAN 2 MONTHS

JO8 DESCRIPTION.TRAINEE ENGINEER

we are hiring interns to design and implement complex industrial commercial &
domestic solar system installations. To do well in this profile one should be
desperate to learn practical aspects of engineering. There are several domains
which start from the solar installation & golf car, e-vehicle fabrications along with
agricultural equipments.
TRAINEE

.

GINEER RESPON IBILITIES:

Designing

, maintaining ,implementing or improving solar system designs,

components, equipments for industrial commercial & domestic purposes.

.

Performing a wide range

of

engineering tasks by operating computer-

assisted design or engineering software & equipment.

o

.

Conferring with customers, engineers & others to discuss existing or
potential engineering proiects.
Ensuring that installations and operations conform to standards and
customer requirements by preparing electrical system specifications.
Establishing construction, manufacturing or installation standards or

.

specifications by performing a wide range of detailed calculations.
Ensuring compliance with specifications, codes or customer requirements

.

by directing or coordinating installation, manufacturing,

construction,

maintenance, documentation, support or testing activities.

.

Writing reports and compiling data regarding existing and compiling data

.

regarding existing and potential electrical engineering projects and studies.
Preparing specifications for purchases of electrical equipments and

material.

.
.

Maintaining electrical equipments.
Working with variety of technicians.

JOB DESCRIPTION-SAIES EXECUTIVE TRAINEE
FOR INTERNSHIP-

The basic role of sales executive trainee in our organization is to expand our
business all over the particular assigned area. our leading products like golf cars,
e- vehicles, solar installations & agricultural equipments are ready to explore the
new dimensions in today's era. The basic job profile for the intern is to make &
maintain our dealers & to create and maintain our database in the assigned
region.
TRAINEE

.

NGINEER RESPONSI BILITIES

Developlng new business relations

to

enhance

the sales figure in the

assigned region.

.
.

Maintaining the previous relations with our customers along with the
proper query handling at technical and non-technical end.
Maintenance of database regarding delivery of equipments and products
with defined dates.

.

Awareness session amongst the customers

to create awareness regarding

our products.

.
.

Require some technical specification knowledge inthe field of e-vehicles.

Require some technical knowledge regarding specification in the field of
agricultural equipments.

